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From the siege towers and catapults employed by ancient invaders to the unmanned drones and

stealth bombers used by today's armed forces, the mastering of superior technology has always

played a critical role in determining an army's chances of success â€” or defeat. Following in the

footsteps of DK's esteemed military history titles Military History is the definitive guide to the

development of battlefield technology through the ages, from Bronze Age Mesopotamia to the War

on Terror. Organized chronologically and by key military technology, Military History: The Definitive

Visual Guide to the Objects of Warfare covers the iconic weapons, armor, equipment, and battles

that have defined war through the ages, showing the impact of changes in military technology on the

very fabric of history.
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"The lavishly illustrated Military History follows in the DK tradition of providing high-quality,

image-rich, and data-filled guide books. [I]t is the next best thing to going to a museum to see these

items for yourself." â€“ Armchair General Magazine

This book is simply gorgeous to look at whether your a military history 'geek' like me, or not. The

book is large in size & scope & has tons of amazing pictures of weapons, uniforms, battles etc. This

book strikes just the right balance between military 'eye candy' for the novice military buff, and

snippets of information/opinion about the hundreds of weapons on display for history majors like

myself. Many books try and get this balance between information/entertainment and very few



succeed--but this book hits the mark--it will stay in my collection for years to come.

My husband and I fell in love with DK (especially the Smithsonian line) during a trip to the

Smithsonian museums. The books are filled with an immense amount of information which is

presented in a fascinating, readable way. Of course the author couldn't include absolutely every

single detail about the subject at hand, but they still did a wonderful job. The photos are gorgeous

and a perfect complement to the information being presented. The books themselves have sturdy

binding and stout construction.

Excellent book! I pick it up on occasion just to look at the pictures and captions. Very informative

and very enjoyable.

I bought this for my husband for Christmas, along with several other military history books. He likes

it. Well, our grandsons were also very interested. I bought one for brothers who are 10 and 12 and

another for brothers who are 8 and 10. The reviews are Cool and Awesome!It has been my

experience that if you buy a DK book, it is going to be good, with excellent pictures.

Made for a great Christmas gift to my husband!

Everything I could think wanting to know regarding military weapons is in this book with full color

pics and clear precise explanations. Better than using the internet, I'm serious. I continue to review

again and again. Super buy.

I rated this book 5-stars because it is very informative, very well illustrated and EVERY BIT as nice

as advertised!! It makes for a very nice coffee table book as well!! The actual book binding cover is

IDENTICAL to the jacket cover that comes with this book. This book was well packed so it arrived in

pristine shape. I LOVE THIS BOOK!!!!!

Great "grown-up" picture book for my non-reading autistic son who is obsessed with military things.
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